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For over 35 years the Tellington TTouch has

Their gentle, non-invasive, non-restrictive nature
passively increase the horse’s body-awareness
while in motion or standing still.

been changing the way humans and animals interact and understand one another. One of the key
tenets pioneered by the work is the interconnectivity of physical, mental, and emotional balance
in all beings. Considering behavioral issues in a
wholistic way allows one to develop and use
tools that get to the root of an issue, and actually
resolve the cause, rather than just address the
symptom.

Using different widths (1 – 4 inch) of stretchy
elastic bandage (ACE etc.) in a variety of configurations, Body Wraps can facilitate incredible
transformations.
The changes in postural habits, tension patterns,
and functionality can result in unbelievable improvements in an animal’s self-confidence, selfcontrol, balance, and overall coordination. Perhaps the most amazing thing about the “Body
Wraps” is their long lasting effect. Even when
taken off the body, the change is maintained.

The “Body Wraps” have become an integral
piece of the Tellington TTouch Method, complementing the bodywork and the groundwork exercises in a way that integrates the external information into an animal’s body at the cellular level.

Animals who have only worn the wraps a handful
of times may continue to benefit from their effects
without regular re-application.

Frequently Asked Questions:
How tight should the wraps be?
Remember the wraps are not meant to
give ‘support’ but rather to give ‘feedback’
about where the body is in space and what
it is doing.
The wrap should be snug enough to stay
on without feeling stretched.

Always let your animal be the judge of how
something is feeling or working and do not discount your own gut feeling when trying something new or inventing a new variation.
We travel around the world using these techniques and regardless of how many times it happens, the transformations that occur are absolutely
amazing. The “Body Wraps” help to empower
owners who discover news ways of utilizing the
bandages, guided only by their imagination and
intuition; that make incredible changes in their
animals overall well being and function.

How long should they be left on?
It has been reported that the nervous
system habituates to new experiences after 20 minutes but you can vary the length
of time they are used. It is most important
to pay attention to the animal’s response.

Teaching owners the skills to help their animals
feel better in their own bodies is what drives our
passion for this work. We hope that you find
some tools in this booklet that will help you on
your path with your own animals at home.

We often recommend putting on a wrap
and encourage the dog to move mindfully
so he can explore the feeling of the wrap.
You should pay attention to the dog’s posture, respiration, demeanor. You might
notice a calmer dog, or one that seems
more confident or even introspective. If
your dog goes into freeze or seems reluctant to move it could be that he is uncomfortable with the new feeling. You could
take the wrap off (and retry later), loosen
it or change the configuration.
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One of the most unique aspects of the Tellington
TTouch Method is its application to so many different animals. The Body Wrap is one of those
tools that can be used on a variety of species in
many situations such as horses, dogs, cats, rabbits,
birds, reptiles, snakes and people. The changes
may be subtle and sometimes dramatic. Many of
our readers have used the Body Wrap and in this
article I want to show some variations since it is
easy to fall into a habit of just using it one way.

sensory information going to the brain from the
parts of the body the wrap contacts (through the
touch system) and the proprioceptive system when
the animal moves while wearing the wrap. The
response to this enhanced sensory information is
often improved balance, coordination, and/or
movement. Occasionally lameness or asymmetrical movement may also be altered.”
In a nut shell the Body Wraps seem to give
animals a heightened sense of themselves therefore increasing confidence and balance.

There are different points of view on exactly how
and why Body Wraps work. The concept of giving the body a ‘hug’ of security may be one aspect; giving the body ‘feedback’ about what it
‘is’ doing is another. There is also the sensory
integration aspect which Kathy Cascade wrote
about several years ago. As a Physical Therapist
as well as TTouch Instructor she wrote:

This booklet is designed to give you some
concrete guidelines for using Body Wraps in
many different configurations. Remember that it
is a guideline, do not be afraid to change things as
you see fit for your animal and your situation.
Think of the rules as being set in sand, as opposed
to stone.

“To understand how this works, let’s take a very
oversimplified look at the sensorimotor system.
Our bodies take in information from our senses,
including the well-known senses of sight, sound,
smell, taste and touch (tactile system). We also
have another sensory system that provides information about the position of our body parts which
is known as the proprioceptive system.

Wrap your dog for:











The proprioceptive system is triggered by movement. Information from the tactile and proprioceptive system is sent along nerves to the spinal
cord and on to a part of the brain that registers
the information, which is known as the somatosensory cortex. What is interesting about this
area is that some parts of the body have a greater
representation than others. For instance, the face
and mouth have a much greater number of sensory nerve endings, and a larger area of the
somatosensory cortex is devoted to those body
parts. For people, the hand and fingers are also
more prominent, and it is no surprise that we are
way better at using our fingers than our toes!
Once the sensory information is processed, the
brain then sends signals back to the muscles for
postural control, and movement. This constant
two way exchange of information is what allows
both people and animals to make coordinated
movements, and perform complex physical tasks.
By using a body wrap, we simply intensify the
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Shyness; nervousness
Aggression, reactivity
Fear of thunder, fireworks, loud noises
Fear of strangers or certain people ie vet
Car sickness
Hyper excitability
Arthritis
Stress related illness such as epilepsy
Trembling, regardless of cause
Calming an excited dog at a show,
training, etc.
Fear of the car
Helping balance the body
Confidence building
Maintaining focus
Bringing more awareness into the body
Giving an animal a new experience
Preparing for a harness
Fear of different surfaces

The use of the Body Wrap has been evolutionary. To our knowledge the Tellington
TTouch was the first training method to use anything of its kind in animal training and rehabilitation.
The initial inspiration for the Body Wraps,
began with Linda Tellington-Jone’s work with
horses. Like many horsemen, Linda had used a
“Butt Rope” to teach foals to lead for decades.
Over the years she had run across several foals
that were nervous about the rope around their
hind quarters. In these cases she simply used a
rope around their chest to help guide them, evolving into a “Figure Eight” rope around the entire
body. This technique was formally introduced in
the 1980’s with Linda Tellington-Jones’ steps of
“Haltering a Foal Without Trauma” that incorporated a “Figure Eight” rope to introduce foals or
uneducated youngsters to haltering and leading.
In addition to quickly teaching foals to move and
halt through their entire body, it became obvious
that those wearing the body rope seemed less reactive about things touching their hindquarters,
people walking up behind them, or going through
narrow spaces.

In the early 1990’s the Tellington TTouch was
introduced to the dog world. With the dogs many
different configurations of body ropes were employed to help nervous or excitable dogs feel
more grounded. With a stroke of ingenuity, inspired by necessity, a practitioner came up with
the idea of using a horse bandages instead of a
rope, when that was all that was available. With
dogs one of the downsides of the ropes was that
they often fell off when dogs laid down and rolled
over, the elastic bandages were easier to keep in
place and allowed for easier movement—and so
the Tellington TTouch Body Wraps were born.

Noting this change with the foals, body ropes
were used on older horses with balance, spatial,
and coordination issues. Soon we discovered
countless applications for the body rope using it
for horses that kicked, were overly reactive to leg
aids, or had trouble trailer loading.

Once the ease and effectiveness of the elastic
bandage was discovered it quickly replaced the
rope in most situations. For dogs, the elastic bandage meant that even very small animals could
benefit from its positive effects with the added
bonus of being easier to use from the human perspective.
Once a mainstay in TTouch Companion Animal trainings, the Body Wraps were used on a
wide array of species. Regardless of the animal,
the results were clear, the Body Wraps created a
clear sense of self-awareness, confidence, and
overall balance. It seemed that anything with a
nervous system could benefit from the use of the
Body Wraps.
Today the Body Wraps have become an integral part of the Tellington TTouch Method. Utilized in conjunction with bodywork and groundwork exercises, the results speak for themselves.

Above: One of the many Body Wrap configurations
used on horses.
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Cross the wrap over the back and bring the longer
end under the dog’s belly and tie it, attach with
Velcro end or pin it on the dog’s barrel, depending on the size of the dog.

Quarter Wrap

Observations: Don’t be fooled by its simplicity,
this configuration can have an immediate calming
effect on over-the-top, nervous, anxious, or reactive dogs. Applying the “Quarter Wrap” and introducing some TTouch Bodywork and/or
Groundwork can be a necessary step for dogs who
are unsure about the Body Wraps.

What you will need: One 2”, 3” or 4” wrap depending on the size of the dog.
Description: This is the simplest wrap configuration for dog and handler. A single bandage is laid
across the chest and crosses the top of the shoulders before being attached around the barrel.

Troubleshooting: If you are working with a very
active dog you can ’walk’ him into the wrap.
Hold the leash and one end of the wrap in one
hand and the other end of the wrap in the other
hand. Drop the middle of wrap in front of the dog
and encourage him to step over it. Lift the wrap
up under the belly and hold one end of the wrap
and the middle of the wrap around the belly.
Loop the rest of the wrap around the dog’s chest
and fasten near the top of the dog’s shoulders.

When to use it: The “Quarter Wrap” is generally
the easiest for a dog to accept so it is a good introductory configuration. It is easy to apply so it is a
good choice for very active, anxious dogs that
have difficulty being still.
How to apply it: Place the wrap, about 1/3 of the
way from the end, in the middle of the dog’s
chest, keeping the short end just over the middle
of the back.

Quick Tip!
If you dog is nervous or apprehensive about
wearing a Body Wrap, try applying a Tshirt or Thundershirt to the dog first.
Often the extra layer between the body and the
wrap diffuses the pressure and helps the dog
more easily accept the Body Wraps.
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Half Wrap

And up to the centre of the back. Fasten the ends
with a Baby pin, Velcro fastening or tie it.

What you need: One; 2,3 or 4” wrap
Description: The “Half-Body Wrap” is the most
commonly used wrap . Most dogs can readily accept wearing it and it allows you to bring awareness to the front and middle parts of the dog.
When to use it: This is a good starting configuration for the average dog. It is easy to apply and
seems to increase full body awareness. In many
cases this wrap might be all that you need.
The “Half-Body Wrap” is also the stepping stone
for any full Body Wraps that include the hind end.
How to apply: Place the centre of the wrap at the
centre of the dog’s upper chest. Bring the ends up
on either side to cross over the shoulders.
Bring the end of the wrap across the ribs and
cross it under the belly.

Observations: This configuration may only cover
the front end of the dog visually but it seems to
effect the hind end from a sensory stand point.
Many shy or nervous dogs find this configuration
easier to accept than one that actually encompasses the hind quarters. Like the “Quarter
Wrap” it is usually a good starting point.
Modifications: As the dog adjusts, you can move
the pinned portion back to the lower spine. Later
pull it back around the hips at the top of the tail.
These adjustments provide some of the benefits of
a Full-Body Wrap and help the dog accept that
configuration. See the next page for step by step
instructions.
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Buckle Wrap

Bring each end of the wrap along either side of
the tail and around each leg from back to front
and back up to the loin area.

What you need: One “Half Wrap” plus one 2”
wrap (for average sized dogs)
Description: This configuration is the “HalfBody Wrap” with an additional wrap around the
hind end. The “Buckle Wrap” is applied once the
dog is already wearing a “Half Wrap”. It consists
of one 2” wrap that lays on either side of the tail
and crosses up between the hind legs, tying together over the first lumbars.

Pass one end of the 2” wrap, and then the other,
through the fold of the added wrap and fasten the
ends together by either tying, pinning or using
Velcro.

When to use it: This is an ideal wrap to try when
you have a half wrap and would like to better influence the hind end. It is a modification of the
“Half Wrap” and is an easy way to add awareness
to the hind end in stages. If you are going around
the hind legs it is generally easier to use a 2” wrap
on. the back end.
How to apply it: Starting with a “Half Wrap”,
fold a 2” wrap in half, placing the middle of the
wrap under the last section of the “Half Wrap”,
sitting over the loins.

Observations: This configuration is great for influencing the hips, pelvis and hind leg joints. It is
relatively easy to apply as it does not need to be
tied to the “Half Wrap” itself.
Troubleshooting: If you dog is unsure about
having the bandages on either side of its tail, be
sure and incorporate TTouch tail work and allow
the dog to stand and move with the ends hanging
freely on either side.
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Observations: The “Rear Wrap” can make a significant difference in a dog’s way of moving.
Dogs that are tight in the rear end and have a stiff,
jarring gait may become more free and relaxed.
Nervous or reactive dogs may feel more secure
and confident with the second bandage around the
hind quarters.

Rear Wrap

Troubleshooting: Depending on your dogs conformation, this configuration may not stay in
place. For dogs with short tails you may prefer a
hind end configuration that loops around the hind
legs.
If your dog becomes frozen or seems agitated,
remove the wrap and incorporate some of the Tellington TTouch Bodywork and Groundwork exercises.
Modifications: Depending on the dog’s conformation you may need to use a different hind end
configuration for a more secure fit.

What you need: One “Half Wrap” plus one 2”
or 3” wrap (depending on size of the dog)
Description: The “Rear Wrap” consists of a
second bandage attached to a “Half Wrap” that
goes around the rear end, under the tail.
When to use it: This is an easy hind end configuration for dogs that have not worn a “Full Body
Wrap” because it can be put on in steps. It is also
a convenient hind end configuration wrap to add
to a dog already wearing a “Half Wrap”. It increase awareness and is helpful for dogs that are
nervous, tense, or move stiffly through the hips
and hind legs.
How to apply it: Place a “Half Wrap” on your
dog. Take the second bandage and center it under
the tail. Take either end along the hips and put it
under the “Half Wrap”, as this will help hold the
wrap in place.

Quick Tip!

Bring one end of the Wrap under the ‘Half
Wrap’ where it crosses over the top of the shoulders from back to front, tuck the other end from
front to back under the wrap. You can then either
fasten the two ends together on top of the shoulders or just wrap each end around the wrap.

Sewing Velcro onto one end of each of your
bandages makes these extensive Wrap configurations much easier and quicker! As an added
bonus they are easier to undo.
You might also choose to sew one and a
half or two wraps together if you want an extra long wrap.
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Figure 8 Wrap
What you need: One 2, 3 or 4” wrap depending
on size of dog
Description: This wrap is a great way to connect
the front & back, you may or may not choose to
integrate the belly.
When to use it: This wrap is a good starting
point for integrating the back end of the dog because it is often easier for dogs to accept.
How to apply: Hold a short end at the dog’s
shoulder and lay the long end across the chest,
crossing the wrap over the dog’s back. Take the
long end around the dog’s rear end, under the tail
and attach the ends near the top of the shoulders
either with a pin, Velcro or a knot.

Modifications: Belly Band
What you will need: With belly band - Two
2, 3 or 4” wraps depending on the size of the dog.
How to apply: Attach both bandages together
with Velcro, safety pin, or knot. Center one bandage over the sternum. Cross either end over the
dogs shoulders and take the long end around the
hind quarters. Take the long end back to the top
of the shoulders and tuck under the crossed portion. Bring the long end under the barrel and fasten to the short end at the shoulder to create a
belly band.

Observations: Because this wrap doesn’t go between the dog’s legs it is often easier for them to
accept and it seems to clearly outline the dog’s
body.
Troubleshooting: : This wrap is best suited to
dogs with tails that hang down which helps prevent it from sliding up. It does not work as well
with dogs with upright tails as it will not stay in
place. If you find that this configuration will not
stay in place try adding the “Belly Band” modification or using on of the Body Wraps that loop
between the hind legs.

Observations: The addition of the “Belly Band”
is helpful to connect the belly to the dogs back
which can relieve tension in the middle of the
back by improving posture.
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Basic Full Wrap

From either side of the tail, take the ends around
the outside of the leg, passing under the portion
sitting at the flank and bring the ends over the top
of the hip.

What you need: Two - 2, 3 or 4” wraps depending on size of dog.

Fasten the ends together over the loin area by tying, pinning or using Velcro depending on the
length of wrap and what you have.

Description: The “Basic Full Wrap” is another
choice when encompassing the entire body and
stays in place on a wide variety of body conformations.
When to use: If you want to integrate the entire
body and give your dog a sense of feeling each
leg more individually than with the “Figure 8
Wrap”. For more sensitive dogs try starting with
a “Half Wrap” and adding a “Buckle Wrap” or
“Rear Wrap” before using this configuration.
How to Apply: Attach both bandages together
with Velcro, safety pin, or knot. Place the middle
of the wrap on the dog’s chest, crossing the ends
over the top of the shoulders & across the back.
Keeping each end parallel, take them between the
inside of the back legs and through and up on either side of the tail.

Observations: Many dogs improve their gait,
relax their tails, and feel more confident while
wearing the “Basic Full Body Wrap”. It brings a
lot of self awareness to the hind legs and can help
to release tension in the hips and pelvis.
Troubleshooting: If you find the back portion of
the wrap sliding too close to the base of the tail,
try a different configuration or use secondary
safety pins to anchor the fastened ends back to the
bandage farther up the body.
Modifications: If the bandage slips too far down
the legs try crossing the wrap between the hind
legs before bringing the ends up on either side of
the tail.
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Racing Stripe

How to Apply: Use two bandages pinned or sewn
together. Holding one short end, tie a loose overhand knot around the dog’s neck or pin the pieces
together.

(aka Debby Wrap)

(originally name after TTouch Instructor Debby
Potts since this is her favourite wrap.)

Bring the long end of the bandage straight down
the spine to the base of the tail.

At the right side of the tail bring the bandage
down inside the right rear leg ; up on the front of
the right leg; and across the lumbar to the left
side. This creates a flank-to-flank cross-piece.

What you need: Two 2,3 or 4” wraps either
sewn or pinned together depending on the size of
the dog.

Take the end of
the cross piece
through the inner thigh of the
left hind leg,
front to back,
and up the rear
on the left side
of the tail.

Description: The “Racing Stripe” is a well secured full body wrap which stays on well even if
the dog lies down and is a mainstay at Tellington
TTouch Companion Animal Trainings.
When to use: This is a great tool for making
contact along the top-line, integrating the hind
end and connecting to the belly to the back. The
“Racing Stripe” is a good choice once a dog is
comfortable wearing less complicated configurations.
Tuck the wrap under
the flank-to-flank
cross-piece and bring
it back up to and under the neck piece.
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Pass the wrap under the neck piece and bring the
end of the wrap under the dog’s belly just behind
the elbow.
Bring the wrap back up to the top of the shoulders
and fasten with a pin or Velcro.
Observations: This configuration stays secure
around the dog’s rear end even in movement. It is
very helpful in supporting older dogs with tight,
stiff hips or unconfident, nervous dogs.
Be careful when using this, or any Body Wraps,
with dogs who suffer from severe Hip Dysplasia.
It is important to watch the dog while it is wearing a Body Wrap and see if movement becomes
easier or gets worse.
Troubleshooting: The two bandages may not be
long enough to wrap around the belly on large
dogs. If your wrap it too short, do not take it under the belly, simply fasten to the neck piece.

Quick Tip!
If you are put off by the clinical look of the
nude color of ACE Bandages, try a DIY dye
job to brighten things up. Fabric dye is readily available at any craft or sewing supply
store and works well on the bandages. Try
using bright colors for fun or choose a color
that matches your dog to create a more subtle
look that better hides dirt and hair!

Modifications: If you find that the top “stripes”
are sliding sideways down the sides of the
haunches, you can use a safety pin to secure the
bandages to the cross piece over the loins.
You can also create the back part of this Body
Wrap while anchored to a harness in the front.
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Observations: This wrap brings a sense of
awareness to the hind legs. If you have a dog that
has splayed feet you might find that putting the
wrap with the “Innie” will slightly ‘exaggerate’
the posture which may eventually influence it
positively. The “Outie” may be easier for dogs
with tight hip to initially accept and is a good option to keep in mind if there seems to be no
change with the “Innie”.

Haunch Wrap

Troubleshooting: Try each way for 10 minutes,
depending on your dogs response as a way to give
your dog new experiences on the sensory level.

What you need: One or two - 2 or 3” wraps depending on size of dog
Description: An easy to apply configuration that
can help a dog to feel his hind legs independently.
When to use: The “Haunch Wrap” may be useful to try with dogs who have recovered from
injuries but have developed a habitual pattern of
movement or way of standing.
Above: The “Outie” configuration of the “Haunch
Wrap”. Note the Velcro on the inside, in front of the
flank.

How to Apply: Hold the ends in either hand and
center over the dog’s chest. If you are using two
bandages, attach them together to make a single
long piece.

Modifications.: If your dog is wearing a harness
you may choose to add the hind end part of this
configuration. Simply pass the bandage through
the back “T” of the harness and center, continuing
through the steps as you would with the regular
“Haunch Wrap”.

Cross the ends along the back with the tails
hanging towards the floor. At this point you may
decide to use one of two possible modifications.
Application Modifications:
“The Innie”—Bring the ends down towards the
flank and pass around the inside for the hind leg.
Take the end around the back of the leg and attach
back to the bandage below the flank, with Velcro,
or safety pin. As shown in top photograph.
“ The Outie” - Take tails of the wrap around the
outside of the hind leg towards the tail and around
the inside of the hind legs attaching the ends back
to itself at the flank with Velcro or a safety pin.
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Harness Wraps
If your dog is already wearing a harness you can
just add a wrap that attaches to the back strap.

Rump Wrap

Fasten the ends together where the ends meet,
attach on one side of the belly with Velcro or a
pin.
Observation: This wrap is the back part of the
“Figure 8” and which it is not generally ideal for
dogs with upright tails. When used in conjunction
with the harness this hind end portion works well
for dogs with upright or short tails.

What you need: One 2, 3 or 4” wrap
Description: Using the harness as an anchor to
attach a wrap around the hind end of a dog.

The crossed portion of this configuration is helpful for keeping the bandage from sliding backwards and increases stability.

When to use: If your dog is wearing a harness it
is less bulky and simple to add a wrap to the back
end rather than applying a “Full Body Wrap”.

Incorporating a harness is an excellent way of
adding the “Hind End Wrap” configuration in
small steps without overwhelming a timid or apprehensive dog with a lot of complicated bandage
configurations. It is also user friendly and straight
forward to apply.

How to Apply: Take one bandage and center the
middle around the hind end. If you have a large
dog fasten both bandages together and treat as one
long wrap. Bring both ends of the wrap forward
and through the barrel straps of the harness or
through rings on the harness depending on the
brand.

Modifications: Use one of the other “Harness
Wrap” configurations if the back bandage slides
up.

Cross the ends over the dog’s back. Take the
ends around the dog’s barrel, just behind the harness.
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Sumo Wrap
What you will need: A harness and a 2 or 3” bandage.
Description: A Harness
modified Body Wrap that
isolates the awareness in
each hind leg.
When to use it: When your
dog is already wearing a
harness and you want to
bring increased awareness to
the hind end.

With both ends of the bandage running parallel
along the spine, anchor through the back barrel
strap of the harness and Velcro or pin
to fasten.

How to apply it: Center the middle of the wrap
over the loins.

Observations: The “Sumo Wrap” Harness Wrap
gives dogs a very clear sense of hind leg awareness. The connection from the back end to the
front end can help dogs to re-balance themselves
and come off of the fore-hand.

Bring the ends of the
wraps down in front of
the hind legs and cross
the bandage between the
hind legs, bringing the
ends up on either side of
the tail.

Troubleshooting: If the bandage seems too bulky
around the dog’s hind legs, try folding it in half.
Modifications: If the back portion of this configuration slides too far down the leg, try using a
safety pin to connect the bandage where the back
pieces intersect the loin wrap.

Tuck ends under
the loin wrap and
bring the ends
back up to the
belly band of the
harness.
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X-Your Heart Wrap

Center the middle of the bandage over the top of
the shoulders with the ends hanging behind the
elbow. Take the ends forward between the front
legs.
Cross the wrap between the front legs and bring
the ends up on either side of the shoulder.

What you need: One or two 2 or 3” wraps
Description: This configuration crosses between
the front legs of the dog and focuses on awareness
through the shoulders and chest.
When to use: Consider this wrap if you have a
dog with large shoulders and the wrap tends to
slide back over the top of the shoulders. This
configuration is also very useful for dogs who are
tight through the shoulders and elbow area, or
tend to be very dropped at the withers.

Observations: Many dogs will feel more confident and in balance when wearing this wrap. The
“X-Your Heart Wrap” can gives base narrow dogs
a sense of opening through the sternum and help
them release.

How to Apply: In each hand take an end of the
bandage; if you are using two bandages fasten
them together before applying them on the dog
and use as a single long bandage.

Modifications: If you are using two wraps, as
shown, take the wrap across the back, down the
barrel, under the belly and attach wherever the
end of the wraps meet, creating an additional
“Belly Band”..
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Lay the bandage back across the shoulders, crossing the starting point of the configuration, and
wrap down the legs.

Candy Cane Wrap

To secure, tuck the bandage back into itself, pin
or attach with Velcro.

What you need: One 2 or 3” wrap

Observations: Leave on
for a few minutes and allow the dog to move
through some obstacles
if possible. Many dogs
begin to move more freely
through the shoulders and
become more balance and
coordinated.

Description: Wraps can be used down a dog’s
legs in various configurations either on both front
and hind legs or diagonally.
When to use: These can be helpful to give dogs
more awareness of movement and postural patterns. “Leg Wraps” are useful for dogs that have
a tendency to stand out of balance, to favor a
limb, are short strided or that have lost a limb.

Dogs that habitually
more on the forehand can
improve greatly with this
Body Wrap, reducing many unwanted behaviors,
including leash pulling and reactivity.

How to Apply: Center the bandage over the middle of the withers with the ends hanging behind
the elbow. Take the ends forward on either side
of the sternum, coming up over the point of the
shoulder.

Troubleshooting: If you dog seems to have difficulty moving in this configuration, be sure and
check that the bandages are not too tight. If the
Body Wrap is applied too tightly there will be
unnecessary downward pressure over the withers.
Modifications: With very large dogs you may
have to use a second bandage.
Some dogs will respond better with a diagonally
placed configuration (see next page).
You can also incorporate the bottom of the paw
which can help dogs with toenail cutting issues or
concerns of slippery floors.
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Take the end of the bandage closest to you and
wind the wrap down the front leg, fastening with
Velcro or a safety pin at the bottom of the leg.

Diagonal Leg Wrap

Once the front wrap is fastened take the other end
over the back to the opposite hind leg. Take the
bandage across the outside of the hind leg and
begin wrapping just above the point of the hock,
down the leg, fastening with Velcro or a safety
pin at the bottom.

What you need: Two 2 or 3” wrap
Description: This configuration winds down the
front and hind diagonal legs to increase awareness
and function.
When to use: These can be helpful to give dogs
more awareness of movement and postural patterns. Like the “Front Leg Wraps” we have used
them with dogs having lost a limb, with a tendency to stand rather out of balance or with a tendency to favor a limb. The “Diagonal Leg Wrap”
can be helpful for dogs that move laterally.
How to Apply: Fasten both bandages together to
create one long wrap. Center the bandage over
the middle of the withers, taking the ends behind
the elbows. Bring the ends up, over the sternum
and cross on top of the withers.

Observations: This
configuration can improve quality of gait and
movement by increasing
body awareness.
Troubleshooting: Try
this configuration for
short periods of time.
Connecting the diagonal
legs is an unfamiliar
experience for most
dogs and provides a lot
of sensory information.
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Head Wraps

Cross the ends
underneath the
chin.

There are several different variations of Body
Wraps that fall under the family of “Head
Wraps”.
All of these evolved from the practical use of
“Face Wraps”. When a “Face Wrap” was too
much for a dog over his nose it was slid up onto
the dog’s forehead. Surprisingly the response was
a very calm dog who had no problem with the
wrap. Like with the horses, it seems like it creates a ‘thinking cap’ and helps focus and calm.

Take the ends
behind the head
and fasten
loosely with a
light knot, Velcro, or safety pin.

Face Wrap

Observations: This configuration can have a
calming effect on barking, whining, or reactive
dogs. It is also helpful for thunder sensitivity or
reactivity while traveling in vehicles.

What you need: One 1 or 2” wrap or sewing
elastic on very small dogs.

Troubleshooting: If your dog tries to remove the
wrap, stay neutral and include some TTouches
around the muzzle area.

Description: This configuration sits over the
nose and around the back of the head, gently cradling the jowl.

Modifications: You may need to start with the
bandage on the forehead and slide down to the
nose with some dogs. Other dogs may find that
wearing a “Calming Band” (available through
www.ttouch.ca) is more acceptable.

When to use: This may be used as a step for the
full “Head Wraps” or in its own right as preparation for wearing a head collar or calming mindless
barking or whining.
How to apply:
Start with the
middle of the
bandage across
the nose.
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If you are using a 2 inch bandage, fold the portion that sits over the nose in half, as shown below.

Modifications: This wrap can be used as is and
can also be transformed into a forehead wrap by
carefully bringing one of the loops over the dogs
ears onto the forehead to create an easy “Forehead
Wrap”.

Neck Wrap
Forehead Wrap

What you need: One 1 or 2” wrap
Description: This configuration winds loosely
around the neck.
When to use: When
you have a dog who is
shy of things around his
head, high-headed or
seems overwhelmed or
unsure of wearing “Head
Wraps” or any other
“Body Wrap”.
How to apply: Wind
the wrap 2 1/2 - 3 times
around the dog’s neck
and fasten loosely.

What you need: One 1 or 2” bandages
Description: This configuration puts light contact on the forehead and occipital joint.
Observations: The
“Neck Wrap” is an excellent step in preparing for
other “Head Wraps” and
will often make dogs
more accepting of any
“Body Wrap”. It can also
change a high-headed
dog’s posture, which often
results in relaxation and
confidence.

When to use: This is helpful to calm dogs who
are excitable, nervous, reactive or stressed. It is
also a great preparation for the “Face Wrap”.
How to Apply:
Place the middle
of the wrap across
the forehead.
Cross the wrap
under the chin.
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Take the ends up
and around the neck
until they meet and
fasten together with
Velcro or a safety
pin.

Bonnet Wrap

Observations: The “Forehead Wrap” is easily
accepted by most dogs. It has a settling effect and
is a great tool to use with hyper, unfocused, or
nervous animals.

What you need: One 1 or 2” wrap
Description: The “Bonnet Wrap” crosses between the ears to make and ‘X’ over the occipital
joint.

Troubleshooting: Be sure and use the width of
bandage appropriate to the size of the dog so it
does not keep slipping over the eyes.

When to use: This configuration is useful for
dogs that are very tight between the ears. Depending on the shape of a dog’s head it may stay
in place better than the “Forehead Wrap”.

Modifications: This configuration can be easily
modified into a “Face Wrap” by sliding the bandage down over the nose. Conversely this configuration can be achieved by starting with a
“Neck Wrap”.

How to Apply:
Hold one end of the
bandage near the jaw
and pass the other
wrap across the top
of the head diagonally between the
ears.

Pass the wrap under the chin and once around the
neck.

Quick Tip!
If you are short of bandages, or just don’t have
the right size, try “Vet Wrap” instead. “Vet
Wrap” is readily available through your veterinarian, animal supply store, or tack shop. It is
extremely pliable and can be cut into any number of different widths to suit the job.
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Bring the bandage up between the left eye and ear
and cross back in between the ears to the right
side of the neck.

Thinking caps

Connect the remaining end to the starting point,
fastening with Velcro or a safety pin.

“Thinking Caps” were inspired by the effectiveness of the family of “Head Wraps”. Easy
to apply and securely fit, the “Thinking Caps”
have worked effectively with anxious or reactive dogs; especially those with noise concerns.

Observations: Many dogs become more focused
and calm when wearing this configuration. It can
soften dogs with tense ears and reduce reactivity
to a number of stimuli.
Troubleshooting: Be aware that the bandage
does not slide down and obstruct the dog’s sight.
Modifications: If you do not have a long enough
bandage, omit the extra step around the jowl and
simply make a figure 8 between the ears.

“Thinking Caps” consists of a cap made of
stretchy material that Velcro s underneath the
chin. It applies a gentle, consistent, pressure
across the head and around the ears.
Many dogs
become more
settled and
more focused
while wearing
the “Thinking
Cap”.
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Comments on head wraps
by Daniela Zurr DVM
The great results in using the head wraps are caused by some different mechanism in my opinion.
1. As they go around the head they produce a sensory input to both hemispheres. That may advance the
communication between the right and left hemisphere and helps against a shut down of the communication as it happens during severe anxiety or stressful situations.
2. The wrap crosses some acupressure points on the head: i.e. Triple Heater 20 (helpful for stiff neck,
headaches, dental pain) and Stomach 8, if the wrap is not too small, (helpful for pungent headache, paresis), Governing Vessel 18 (helpful for nausea, dizziness and restlessness).
3. Body awareness: It is easier to feel the exact position of the head.
I really like the head wrap for dogs with geriatric vestibular syndrome, especially if they have a head tilt
or rotating eye movements and rotation of the head and neck.
My own Yorkie Nelly had a bad vestibular syndrome last summer. The wrap was not working at the
beginning but after a few days her symptoms were less bad and the wrap helped a lot. She had times
especially at night when she was not falling on her side any more but she and I could not sleep because
her neck and head were rotating in 360 degree circles (in a sitting position). It took five minutes with a
head wrap (the simple one just around the forehead) and a few TTouches on her body and she could lay
down and fall asleep. TTouches without the wrap didn’t work…
Since you have sent me the pictures of the head wrap with the double cross on the forehead I tried that
with different dogs and it works well and connects lots of triple heater points around the ear.

Quick Tip!
Depending on the size of the dog a 1” elastic
wrap (cut a 2” down the middle and stitch, if you
have a sewing machine), or a 2” folded in half.
Lay the middle of the wrap across the forehead,
cross under the chin and then tie behind the
dog’s ears. Be sure it is not too tight but stays
on comfortably.
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T-Shirts

Thundershirts
Thundershirts can provide many of the benefits
that are gained by Body Wraps, but in a more attractive and user friendly package.
Developed by an owner whose dog was very sensitive to thunder storms, their primary function is
as an easy to use, drug free, anxiety minimizer.
Thundershirts can alleviate noise phobia, travel
anxiety, nervousness, crate training, separation
concerns and hyperactivity.
The firm, stretchy fabric provides a gentle, steady
pressure over the body, acting like “swaddling””
to help ground and relax the animal.
One of the greatest characteristics of the Thundershirts is their convenience. They easily Velcro
onto the dog and have a flexible fit range.

This is a way of giving your dog some sense of its
body without needing an elastic bandage and it
sometimes easier for certain dogs. Use an appropriate size T-shirt, such as a child’s T-shirt for
small dogs, an adult medium or large for mid-size
dogs, and extra large for large dogs.
Place the T-shirt over the dog’s head backward,
with the front of the shirt facing up. Put the dog’s
front paws through the armholes. Take the loose
material near the hem and gather it into a knot or
secure with a scrunchie at the waist on top of the
back.

Since Thundershirts do not cover the hind end,
you can use a Body Wrap over top of a Thundershirt to get more connection to the hind legs.
Thundershirts can be used on cats as well; as another step in harness training or as an anxiety reducer.
They are available in a wide variety of sizes and
several colours.

Variation: Cut an X in a plastic can lid, thread
the hem through, and pull it comfortably tight.
The lid will hold the fabric in place.
Advantage: some dogs will tolerate this and not
the bandage; you probably have one in your closet
already; it doesn’t look like your dog has an injury!
Disadvantage: Depending on the style of T-shirt
it can be difficult to put on the dog.
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Body Wrap Success Stories

with Dogs
Help with Fireworks

Improving Movement in Older
Dog

From Sarah Fisher - Instructor UK
"Had a great message on my answer phone the
other day from the journalist who did the article in
YOUR DOG magazine on preparing your dog for
Bonfire night (lots of fireworks) with TTouch. I
suggested that we use her dog for the photo shoot
- an elderly Bouvier cross who HATES loud
noises and has a really difficult time on Bonfire
night. The journalist rang to say that she was
getting the dog ready on Saturday night with his
Body Wrap as people let off fireworks during the
build up to Bonfire night. This is a transcript
from my answer phone message,""

Barney is a 12 year old Border Collie type with
whom we have competed in agility for many
years. He has worked at top level agility (senior)
in the UK since he was four years old, but had to
retire over two years ago due to a problem with
his back knee. X-rays showed that he has some
damage in the joint, possibly a bony growth.
As a result of this he tends to walk with his back
left foot turned out and keeps his weight on his
back right leg. He is not obviously lame until he is
jumping, but there is tension in the right leg muscles.

"Hi it's Karen - Just to say - did the Body Wrap did the Tail Work - firework night - TTouches. It
is absolutely brilliant. Little Boris who normally
runs round going like an idiot just laid down and
went to sleep. It was absolutely wonderful.
When he woke up and looked a little worried I did
some more TTouches and he went back to sleep.
It was great. Thank you very much."

I occasionally use a Full Body Wrap to try and
reduce the strain that the back right leg is taking.
"Today, after wrapping him in the same Full
Body Wrap on four occasions in a two month
time-period, I noticed that he doesn't walk with
the toe turned out any more. In fact, he is back to
walking like a four year old. I did leave the
Wraps on because he fell asleep in them They
were probably on for two to three hours!

Another firework story:
A major TTouch moment for me & Hobo. The
other day my neighbors were using a nail gun to
frame their garage. Hobo is always freaked by
noises like this (fireworks, a fire crackling, etc.)
He heard the noise and started his usual behavior,
trembling and trying to escape from the sound.

The use of the Full Wrap appears to have altered
the way that Barney holds his back left leg. I just
prefer to see him moving more evenly and balanced over his hind feet as he has always been
such an athletic dog with superb freedom of
movement.

Well, I did a half wrap on him and some
TTouches and within a few minutes the trembling
stopped and his tail came up. After about five
minutes, he was totally relaxed & following me
around the house, tail wagging, like there was no
horrible noise outside!!! I left the Wrap on him
until I was sure that the noise had stopped. I'm so
happy that I've finally found something to calm
his fears!!!

It is great to be able to support an older dog like
this; he enjoys TTouch and short sessions with
him enable me to keep an eye on his ageing. My
only aim is to keep him comfortable as he gets
older; he is suffering some muscle and bone
changes that one cannot hope to prevent at his
age.
Jeanette Atkinson - TTouch Practitioner UK

Danielle - Best Friends Animal Sanctuary, UT
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Fear of Slippery Floors

TTouch was something I needed to look into! Following her instructions, I realized, Foster could
chew his bone while I PETTED him, but when I
changed the petting into the TTouch, he would
drop the bone, and get a look on his face like he
was listening for something.

The first time I was introduced to TTouch was
two years ago. I had read about it and was given a
number to a woman (Margie Green) who had
lived in my area at the time, who did TTouch. I
wanted to try it with my dog, Cody, for two reasons, one was her hips, she had had a Triple Pelvic Osteotomy done on each hip and had developed a fear of slippery floors and an overall low
confidence of her hips and one was for her dog
and fear aggression.

The long and short of it is that I immediately
signed up for the practitioner training! And Foster... He lived 4 more years, drug free, and with
dignity, before crossing the Rainbow Bridge.
Touches I used included: Pythons on limbs, Belly
Lifts with a towel, Abalones on his mid section
while he was laying down, a little gentle Tail
Work. A lot of ear work. Body Wraps. Changing
the configuration. Even a little easy confidence
course work.
Gentle manipulations of his limbs, and some Tarantulas. This is what I can recall. Hope it helps!

With her hips, the Body Wrap helped like you
could not believe. It helped her to "realize" her
own strength and I really think it also helped with
her confidence. I believe this fed right down to
her fear aggression which I truly believed
stemmed from the fact that she always felt as
though she had to protect her hips. She is like a
different dog and I have sworn by TTouch ever
since.

Karen Doyle TTouch P1
Chester, NY

My mistake was that after she started doing so
well, I just stopped doing TTouch. After her recent injury, I tried to locate Margie but could not
find her so that is when I decided to get the book
and tape, which I am glad I did. I thank you so
much for the encouragement and I know Cody
thanks you, she has come out of her shell after 9
years and couldn't be happier.
Andrea Bean

Body Wraps for Rehab
Tellington TTouch Practitioner, Phyllis Bauerlein, is also a physiotherapist who works with
animals and people alike. She uses wraps as a
part of rehabilitations of the dogs she works with.
“In my practice, I see dogs with arthritis, dysplasia, postsurgical hip and knee repair. Back problems often resulting in paralysis and various other
physical concerns. It is my experience that almost
all dogs respond favourably to the Body Wrap.
Those that have been unable to bear weight on an
affected limb – for instance, following injury or
surgery – usually begin to use the limb immediately. The Wrap encourages dogs with hip dysplasia to bring the hips into a more normal position. Dogs recovering from back injuries respond
particularly well with improved balance and coordination. A note of caution, however: Because
these animals are once again using muscles that
may have become atrophied from disuse, it’s essential to take care to apply the Wrap for only
short periods and monitor its use carefully.”

Help with Wobblers Syndrome
In 1994 I had a WONDERFUL Great Dane
named Foster. At the age of 4, he was diagnosed
with Wobbler's Syndrome. It's a degeneration of
the myelin sheath of the spine. I went to every
specialist available, and the best they could do,
was put him on massive doses of steroids. So,
picture a 150 lb. dog who dragged his back legs to
begin with, now needing to urinate 100 times a
day! It got to the point where he would just fall
and go. I knew I had to try something else, or put
him out of his misery. My angels were with me
one night as I lay on the living room floor with
Foster, watching TV. LTJ had her infomercials on
then. It was late at night, and half asleep.. I knew
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Marley's story
December 10, 2009 Marley had emergency spine
surgery for a ruptured lumbar disk. The rupture
was very violent and quite a bit of damage was
done to his spinal cord. When he went into surgery he was completely paralyzed in the back end
and had loss of deep pain sensation on the right.
Marley began getting TTouch sessions the next
day while still in intensive care. His TTouch continued many times a day all through his recovery.
December 13 he came home from the hospital and
was moving his back legs while in a rear end sling
but that was the only time we saw him do that.
Above: Marley wearing his “Harness Wrap” during
one of his sessions.

December 15 we used the Candy Cane Wraps and
secured them with “ hair scrunchies” while I did
his evening TTouch session.

Body Wraps for Calming

December 28 we applied the Candy Cane Wraps
again and this time led him around the yard a bit
using his harness and sling to help him walk.

My favourite wraps for dogs are still the Half
Wrap and the Racing Stripe, but I also use other
variations and the Thundershirt. Recently I had
some dogs with severe Spondilosis all over the
spine. For these dogs a Wrap just attached to both
sides of the harness and around the back end
worked best, because crossing the spine caused
stress or pain in these dogs. Some of them are also
okay with the Racing Stripe because it crosses the
sacral area but some could not cope with that. I
like the Thundershirt if people don’t like the wrap
for their dogs or want to have something that is
easy to put on the dog.

December 29 we noticed a significant improvement in Marley's ability to walk. He put more
weight on his back legs. His feet had been quite
stiff before and were now in a more natural position as opposed to him walking more on his toes.
Steve needed to support him with the sling less
and less.
Today Marley runs, plays and wrestles like any
other dog.
Linda Troup - TTouch P1, San Diego, Ca

One of my techs has a very active, 1,5 years old
Mixed breed (like a American Staff) and that dog
had problems to cope with sitting quietly in a
room in the vet clinic where many people move in
and out. She was jumping on everybody, sometimes howling and had no feeling for her body
boundaries. After putting a Thundershirt on her
she could stay in her place, looking at everybody
without jumping and howling. When the shirt was
in the washer her behaviour became worse
again…
From Danielle Zurr, DVM, Germany
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Dog Door Dilemma
Boston Terrier
3 yrs old - Female – recently
spayed
Left at vet’s office by breeder
after being told surgery for
complications from pregnancy
and resulting infection would
be over $600.
Corneal Scarring and other
head scars present including
ears and face
Reason for Consultation- Will not use dog door

threw some treats, and nothing. Lily stared at the flap
and blinked. I tried helping her lower her head by luring her with treats, Lily would not lower her head
when she was anywhere near the dog door. I didn’t
want to increase her
stress, so we took a break
and it was back to the
drawing board to rethink
this situation,
and then…..
AHA…..maybe I could
try a Head Wrap on Lily
and that might help her in
many different ways:
1. It will add some
cushioning above her eyes where she is hesitant to touch the door.
2. A Head Wrap may help her relax her head
and face muscles
3. It might provide a kind of target to touch the
dog flap with
4. And a Head Wrap may give her more awareness of her head and help her figure out what
she needs to do to make it through the door.

The phone call was from a woman named BJ
who recently adopted a Boston Terrier from her veterinarian after Lily’s previous owner did not want to have
necessary surgery performed because of the expense.
Lily was to join BJ and her other two Boston Terriers
in a nice, loving home where the dogs lived indoors
but had access, through two dog doors, to a beautiful
fenced yard. But Lily refused to use the dog door and
this was causing some serious concern to her new family. They had tried all the usual methods including taping the flap up, making a
trail of treats out the door,
everyone standing on the
other side of the door and
calling, dropping a few
tasty treats just beyond
the flap, and more! Still,
Lily would not go out the
dog door. She would just
stand right up to it and
blink her eyes and stare
through it and then……
freeze. Nothing.
When I arrived BJ was thrilled to find out that
I am a TTouch practitioner, as she had attended a class
with Linda many years ago in Pasadena. BJ was very
open to trying just about anything, and was not opposed to new and unique ideas. She felt that Lily
would not go through the flap because she was afraid
of injuring her eyes. Her eyes had scar tissue from previous injuries and were also very prominent. I felt that
if I could help Lily learn to lower her head, she would
be able to push through the flap safely by leading with
her forehead. We started out by doing some TTouch on
Lily’s ears, head, neck, down her back, etc. Lily was
very relaxed and enjoyed the TTouch. We moved
closer to the dog door and did the same TTouches
there. Then I held the flap open a couple of inches and

We no sooner had the Head Wrap on, walked to the
dog door, helped her touch her head with the Wrap to
the dog door, and through the door she went, just like a
pro! We stopped after a few successes with both dog
doors, the one with the soft flap and the hard flap door.
I suggested that BJ try it again later that day with the
Head Wrap
after a rest, and
then once again
the next morning. She called
me in the
morning to say
that Lily was
using both dog
doors and she
never had to
put the Wrap
back on her.
Nancy Yamin
P1
Mutts Better
Eugene, OR
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actually see the muscles in his back legs stop rippling as his stance lengthens and widens, his tail
relaxes and he continues to look around and then
walk around some more, this time in complete
silence and total wonderment. As were we all.

Frenzied to Friendly
Gilligan is a five pound, one year old
male Chihuahua who was found running down a
country road. His owners were located and said
they no longer wanted him. Elizabeth agreed to
foster him, have him fixed and find him a new
home. Elizabeth had been carrying Gilligan
around for four days before she called for advice,
saying if she stopped carrying him he would bark.
And bark. And bark…….
When I first heard him, I thought he had
been debarked or had something stuck in his
throat because his voice was so hoarse, hardly any
sound came out. His tail had a crook in it and his
back feet barely touched the ground when he
walked as his hind end was much higher than his
front end. His whole back end would float up in
the air as he pranced across the floor. I suggested
that Elizabeth have the vet check his back and
hips because I feared an injury had caused him to
walk like this.
My first idea was to put a Face Wrap on
him as his barking seemed to be her main concern
for the moment. I knew part of this was due to
separation anxiety so I also wanted to put a Wrap
on him to help him feel more secure in his body
and see if we could ease some of the tension in his
back. The scrunchies on his hind legs seemed like
the perfect way to keep his back paws from lifting high off the floor when he walked by helping
them make a connection with the floor. We
talked about crate training, some of the different
TTouches, and ways to reduce separation anxiety.
I reviewed the Clouded Leopard, Belly Lifts and
Ear TTouch to be used later on Gilligan.
I had no sooner put a quick Body Wrap
on him and scrunchies on his hind legs, when an
instantaneous and spectacular transformation took
place. He took a few steps forward, then stopped
walking, then stopped barking, and then just
stopped altogether to look around – and look up,
and look down, right, left, everywhere, and his
look was one of awe. That look we have seen before, the one where he is looking at the world and
seeing it for the very first time. His face softened
the muscles relaxed, his head dropped as his neck
relaxed, his ears came forward a little, his eyes
softened and his back end came down. You can

Nancy Yamin – P1 Mutts Better, OR
From another point of view that same day;
Dear Nancy,
I witnessed this amazing transformation with Gilligan
and think you performed a miracle that day. My first
impression when approaching the house was that there
was an injured animal inside because of the high
pitched screaming I was hearing. I was skeptical at
first, thinking this poor little dog was traumatized and
damaged beyond repair. In short order, you had him
focusing on his body using a Body Wrap not unlike
therapy used in autistic children. It reminded me of
swaddling a baby to keep the baby calm and soothed.
After placing the “hair scrunchies” on his back legs he
walked and acted like a completely different animal. It
took less than an hour to have this little guy refocused
and calmed down.
All my best,
Laurel

and this from Elizabeth, his foster Mom:
Hi - I wanted to give you some info on Gilligan. Gilligan was dumped on Bailey Hill Road, and was
brought to me rather than the pound when his family
never turned up. When this little guy arrived, he was a
mess -- he'd cried himself hoarse before he got here,
and we thought he'd been debarked! The only time he
didn't cry when he got here was when I was holding
him -- so I went ahead and did that NONSTOP, which
made the situation waaaay worse than necessary! By
the time I called Nancy for help, Gilligan had been
here for four days and had NOT STOPPED CRYING
(except when I held him, duh). It was unbelievable,
and I completely understood why he'd been dumped in
the country... I have to admit there were times when I
wanted to dump him myself!
Nancy came over and in two hours, he was a DIFFERENT DOG. The barking that he did was so fast
and furious that Nancy didn't think he was even connected to it or his body. She did some TTouch on him,
and then placed him in several Body Wraps -- one on
his body and then ones on his legs -- and the transfor32

mation was INSTANT. It was as though he could finally stop barking and actually SEE the world around him for
the first time. It was amazing to watch! He stood there and looked around as though he was seeing things like he
never had seen them before. His whole demeanor changed, his body posture relaxed, and he seemed to be

okay with himself for the first time since I'd met him. Hooray! Next, Nancy worked on his separation
anxiety. At the time, I was also fostering a litter of puppies and the mama, and could not even go into the
basement to feed them without Gilligan having a complete meltdown. Literally, I could not go to the bathroom
without Gilligan or he cried the whole time! It was worse than having a newborn! Anyhow, for the separation
anxiety, we took super duper baby steps and got Gilligan to where I could leave the room -- at first for just seconds,
and then for minutes and longer! He seemed to not even notice when I left after about 20 minutes. Again, it was
incredible to see! He'd see me come back, and he'd feel good about it-and then I'd leave, and he'd still be fine. It
was such a relief.

After

Before

Notice Gilligan’s posture - his ears are down and
he is standing base narrow and looks tense
around his eyes.

Gilligan howling on the table.

Once wearing the “Half Wrap” on his body and
some “hair scrunchies “on his hind feet there was
an instant change in posture which included his
ears and eyes. His vocalizations lessened and his
whole demeanor was more relaxed and calm.
An example of Gilligans habitual posture from the
side; notice how tight and roached he is through
his back.
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Cats & Body Wraps
Start with the wrap just laid over the cat’s back,
leave it on a few moments and then remove. If
your cat likes treats you can offer him one off of
the wrap.
Place the wrap across the cat’s chest and cross it
over the back, allowing the bandage to lay there
loosely. If the cat has a strong response, such as
falling on his side or freezing you can just take it
off or do a few TTouches and then remove it.
Depending on the situation you can either just
wait a few minutes before reapplying or wait until
another session. If the cat is reasonably accepting apply the “Quarter Wrap”.

Wraps on Cats for:







Some cats will just lay down and seem quite comfortable. It is a good idea to encourage them to
move a little while wearing the Wrap to further
the sensory integration.

Hyper, overactive cats
Reactivity
Shyness
Introducing new animals
Neurological issues
Preparation for harness

You may observe a variety of responses from cats
wearing Wrap but the more you use them the
more easily you may find that the cat accepts
them.
If you are using the Wrap as a preparation for a
harness be sure that the cat can move easily wearing the Wrap. You can then put a harness over
the Wrap for short periods of time as an introduction.

Dogs are not the only Companion Animal to
benefit from the extraordinary results of the
TTouch Body Wraps. Our workshops and Practitioner trainings routinely introduce this tool for
use with cats with wonderful results.

Quick Tip!
If your cat is apprehensive about having the
bandages near them or tries to play with the
dangling ends, try using some food, with or
without a Clicker, to help introduce the new
object.

When using a Body Wrap on a cat; it is usually
necessary to ‘chunk down’ the process . When
introducing a new piece of equipment it is not
unusual for a cat to lose his balance or lay down;
this holds true for the first time a wrap is applied.
Following a few simple steps will make the transition to Body Wraps easier for your feline friend.
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If your cat is comfortable with the bandage sitting
across the chest and over the shoulders, take the ends
around the middle and hold the ends loosely.

Quarter Wrap

Take the ends and tie a very loose knot to secure the
bandage around the middle.

What you need: One 1 or 2” wrap
Description: This is the simplest configuration
of Body Wraps for cats and is a good introduction.
When to use: As an introduction to the Body
Wraps or the beginning step of Harness Preparation.
How to Apply: Begin by laying the bandage
across the cats back unattached.

If your cat accepts
the weight of the
bandage proceed by
centering the middle
on the chest and
draping across the
withers, leaving the
ends hanging
loosely.

Observations: Many cats become more settled
and accepting once this Body Wrap is on. Notice
that the bandage is applied loosely and that the
knot is not tightened.
Troubleshooting: Encourage your cat to move a
little while wearing the Body Wrap so they are
not in freeze. TTouches are helpful to use when a
cat is first wearing this Body Wrap, accelerating
acceptance and awareness.
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If you cat accepts the weight of the bandage proceed by centering the middle on the chest and
draping across the withers, leaving the ends hanging as you did with the “Quarter Wrap”.

Half Wrap

Take the ends and wrap around the barrel of the
cat so that the bandage completes an entire pass
around the belly. Fasten with Velcro or a safety
pin.

What you need: One 1 or 2” wrap
Description: This is the next step after applying
the “Quarter Wrap”. This configuration is an important step in preparing cats for harness training.
Observations: Cats that have tight backs often
feel more comfortable being touched along the
spine while wearing this configuration. Some
cats may not move while initially wearing the
“Half Wrap”.

When to use: The “Half Wrap” is usually most
effective once a cat has experienced the “Quarter
Wrap” as the next step for harness training.
How to Apply: Begin by laying the bandage
across the cat’s back unattached and allow you cat
to move if they choose.

Troubleshooting: Encourage your cat to move a
little while wearing the Body Wrap so they are
not in freeze. TTouches are helpful to use when a
cat is first wearing this Body Wrap, accelerating
acceptance and awareness. Ear Work, Mouth
Work, Whisker & Hair slides, as well as diffused
TTouch circles are very effective.
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Harness Preparation
What you need: One 1 or 2” bandages.
Description: Use the “Quarter Wrap” or “Half
Wrap” to familiarize the cat to having something
around his body.

After the cat is comfortable with the harness a
leash can be attached and a wand or cat toy used
to lure the cat to follow it.

Photo left: This cat
accepted the Wrap
easily the first time
it was put on.

TTouch Practitioner Guadalupe Bermajo introducing a “Half Wrap” before putting on a harness.

Photo above: The harness has been put on over
the Wrap and the cat is being encouraged to move
over different surfaces. When a cat is wearing a
harness be sure to make it a pleasant experience
and start by just following the cat while you hold
the leash. Premier also makes a well fitting cat
harness which comes with a light bungy leash
which keeps the signals from feeling like a pull.

This cat is wearing a California Walking Jacket
cat harness. It is a large harness with a lot of
surface area and fits very securely; unlike many
cat harnesses. The wrap was left on while the
harness was introduced. Guadalupe is doing
some TTouches on the cat while it is first wearing
the harness.
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Body Wrap Success Stories

with Cats
him for a few sessions and then tried the wrap
again.- a little TTouch, let him go run around,
then try again. He often went back into his cage
on his own, so sometimes I worked on him in his
cage too.

Neurological Symptoms
Tango is a young rescue kitty. I worked with him
through Tavi & Friends' TTouch-in-Rescue Program.

Gradually I saw that he was using his back legs
more than he was initially, he just didn't use them
in quite the usual way, and didn't bend or flex
them in the way that most cats do. So the connecting TTouches helped remind his nervous system
to feel all these points from head to tail and down
to his feet. I did Zigags all around his body, down
his legs to his feet, and then do a few little circles
with his tail. The circles with the tail are very
small and done very loosely. I also did raccoon
TTouches down his tail, as the tail is very important for balance. He walks with his tail at an angle going back over his body, and holds it a bit
stiff when he walks. It seems he does this to counteract whatever instability there is in the legs.

Jan 21 - Feb 21
He was very friendly from the beginning, leaning
his head against me, leaning his whole body into
me, purring the whole time. As he is quite energetic, I wanted to use TTouches that were on the
more calming side, so I did a lot of Chimp
TTouches (circular touches using the back of the
fingers), Llama TTouches (which use the back of
the hand) and Abalone TTouches (which use the
front of the whole hand).
When I let him out of the cage to walk around a
bit, I noticed that he has something going on with
his back legs. He can get around fine, even run
and jump, but he sort of swivels his hips to move
his hind legs forward, rather than bending and
using the legs in a usual cat way. After the session, I found out that this may be due to a neurological issue.

Feb 28
Today I decided to try the Wrap again. We generally use Ace bandages for the Body Wraps, but
for cats and smaller animals, sometimes we use
other stretchy, narrower things. For Tango I used
a 2 inch bandage. It looks larger than that in the
photograph because he is a small kitty. If you are
going to attempt to do this on a cat, it is best to do
it in small steps, which I did with him. Even
though he is a friendly cat, I wanted to let him get
used to the Wrap gradually. If it is too much for
the cat to handle even in small steps, back off and
try some of the TTouches instead.

I did TTouches with him to try to bring awareness
to his hindquarters and feet, as well as connecting
TTouches to connect front to back. I did connected Raccoon TTouches going all the way
down his back and down his legs as well, and on
his feet and in between his toes. Fortunately, he is
a friendly cat and it was not hard to do this. Most
rescue cats would not tolerate TTouches on the
legs and feet, especially not right away.

To help get Tango used to the Wrap, I just placed
it across his back (folded up so it was about 6
inches long folded up) a few times, letting him get
used to the sensation. Another option would be to
offer a treat to the cat using the Wrap as a dinner
plate. Then I put it partially on him, took it off,
and repeated this a few times. Finally I put it all
the way on (see picture). This is a Half-Wrap. It
goes across the chest, crosses over the back,

I also did Zigzag TTouches going down his back
and across his back, even Zigzagging to connect
down his legs.
I tried to use a Wrap with him initially but he was
not keen on it, so I focused on doing TTouches on
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stretched out on his side with the Wrap on. After I
took the wrap off, I did notice him walking a bit
better, using his back legs more fully.

crosses over the stomach, then ties off to the side
of the spine (so as not to put pressure on the
spine). It hugs the body gently, it is not meant to
be tight. The purpose is to be calming, to increase
body awareness, to bring a frightened animal back
into its body.

March 21
With Tango, I used the Tarantulas Pulling the
Plough touch, Clouded Leopard TTouches down
his back, and the Zigzag and Octopus TTouches.
All of these are great for connecting the front and
back ends of the body, which is especially important for him as he has a bit of an issue with his
back legs, which seems to be easing up as time
goes by. I also put a folded-up Ace bandage
across his back (instead of doing a Body Wrap
with him using the bandage) just to remind him of
his back, and help bring him back into his body.
Sometimes I have done a Half-Wrap with him,
but this time I felt that placing it over his body
was enough.

Tango's first reaction to the Wrap seemed to be a
bit of a surprised reaction, like this was something
really new. You can see the look in the photo, that
seems to say "What am I supposed to do now?".
He got up, took a few steps, then decided to
stretch out on his side, where I did some TTouch
on him. He repeated this a few times, seeming to
be a bit confused by the new sensation, walking a
few steps, then stretching out on his side. I then
took the wrap off of him. It is best to just leave a
wrap on a cat a short time, just enough to give
them a different sensation, so that you take it off
of them before they try to take it off themselves
and get hung up in it. Never leave a Wrap on a cat
or any other animal unattended.

Overall, the combination of the TTouches and the
Body Wrap helped this very peppy little cat become much more aware of his body and I noticed
little by little he was using his hind legs more and
more completely.

When he started walking again without the Wrap,
I did notice just a little more focus and attention
to what he was doing when he was walking,
which was interesting to see.

By Sarah Hauser , NY - P1

March 7
The following I started out with the TTouches,
and I didn't get the Wrap all the way on him, but I
did just drape it on him several times, which did
make him slow down and made his walking a bit
more focused.
I also very lightly did very tiny circles with his
tail, moving my hand down his tail as I went.
Each time I see him he does seem to be walking a
little more smoothly and evenly.

March 14
I did a Half-Wrap with Tango again. As I have
done before, I put it on him a little at a time, first
placing it folded across his back, then putting it
on part way and taking it off, etc. until I had it all
the way on him. As he has done before, he
seemed a bit confused by the different sensation
of the Wrap. He walked a few steps, then
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Help with an ‘attacking” cat

Helping with Constipation

I have an amazing cat story for you. This is about
a cat that had psychotic episodes she'd see things
and chase images that weren't there that drove her
nuts. They considered putting the cat down. When
in these episodes she'd attack the other cats in the
house and claw the door frames (many had to be
replaced). I worked with her twice in one day using Mouthwork, connected lines of Clouded
Leopard, Pythons and a Half Wrap.

I want to share a story about a cat and the Body
Wrap. I am working with a 15 year old cat who is
in kidney failure and is quite constipated. He lost
his appetite for a while, and is regaining both the
appetite and some bowel abilities with acupuncture. I have taught the owner several of the
TTouches, and she uses them daily. The other day
I thought to myself, let’s wrap him and see what
happens? So I used a simple Body Wrap, and he
walked around the room for a while with it, and
then sat down contentedly and purred. After a bit
I took the Wrap off and treated him. He soon got
up and wandered into the bathroom (this was a
house call) and had a bowel movement! A short
while passed again, and we did a little more work
on his abdomen. At that point it became clear to
me just how much stool he had left inside him to
pass. He began to look uncomfortable again, sitting on his haunches. So I offered another Wrap
to the owner: we took a 2 inch Ace wrap and just
wrapped it loosely straight around his middle a
couple of times. He sat down comfortably and
started to purr.

Here is the latest email from her person:
"April is just blowing me away! She comes on
her own for her Wraps, she just loves them. She
was outside this morning and came in and followed me right into the bathroom. I wrapped her
up and she climbed into my lap and purred. We
now have a daily routine for about a half hour.
And again, it appears that she is only seeing one
"flying spirit" instead of the swarm that made her
frantic.
She's still resistant to the TTouches, and I haven't
figured that one out yet. I'm able to do her cheeks
and mouth and Ear TTouches. I got some python
moves in too. I've been practicing with a very,
very light touch and she let me get some clouded
leopard touches in this morning.

I have been using the body wrap for cats for a
while now, and I like this new variation of just
wrapping it straight around the middle. I also used
it with a cat who has irritable bowel syndrome. I
didn't actually pin it on either cat, since neither
one of them was moving around very much, with
that particular Wrap.

In other words, it's going swimmingly!
In trying to describe my feelings, I find I'm rather
speechless, now, that takes some doing! thank
you, thank you, THANK (((YOU)))"

Sandy River, L.Ac., C.A.Ac.
Regards,
Lauren

Photo right: Show a simple wrap lightly
taken around the barrel twice.
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Rabbit Wraps
Dogs and cats are not the only Companion Animals that can gain the benefits of the Body
Wraps. Introduce a wrap to a rabbit in a similar
way that you would to a cat.

Wraps for Rabbits

What you need: One 1” wrap







Description: Quarter Wrap, Half Wrap & Racing
Stripe




How to Apply: Start by laying a folded wrap
over the rabbits back.

Overactive rabbits
Aid in handling
Shyness
Introducing new animals
Neurological issues
Preparation for harness

Quarter Wrap: Lay the wrap across
If your rabbit accepts the weight of the bandage
proceed by centering the middle on the chest and
draping across the withers, leaving the ends hanging loosely.
If your rabbit is comfortable with the bandage
sitting across the chest and over the shoulders,
take the ends around the middle and tie the ends
loosely.
Half-Wrap: If your rabbit is comfortable with
the Quarter Wrap you untie the knot, cross the
wrap under the belly and tie the ends over the
loins. Once your rabbit is comfortable with this
configuration you may want to try the “Racing
Stripe”.

Photo above: Shows a “Half Wrap” with the wrap
moved towards the tail.

Photo above: A “Racing Stripe Wrap” on a rabbit, like
we use on the dogs. You can see that this rabbit is
sniffing around which is a good sign that he is comfortable.

Photo above: This rabbit is wearing a “Half Wrap”.
Encourage the rabbit to move a little when wearing a
wrap to make sure he is not in freeze.
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Wraps on Other Animals
While there is no question that most of our
‘wrapping’ is done with horses, dogs and some
cats and rabbits, we have also found many other
animals can benefit from wraps.
Many of our Practitioners have explored the use
of wraps while they were doing their case studies
during their training program. Body Wraps seem
to give many animals a sense of calm and safety.
Generally a half-wrap is the most appropriate.
While it is not very common to use Body Wraps
with reptiles we have used them with iguanas to
help in the preparation for a harness. One of our
practitioners used it with her Bearded Dragon
who suffers from constipation with very good
results.. It has also been used with a snake that
was thought to be suffering from a neurological
disorder.

Jar Jar
I had to take one of my goats, Jar Jar, to the vets,
as her ear was infected and she had a rash down
her neck. She was not happy being apart from
her sister and aunt, and just getting her to the car
was a bit of an ordeal. I was worried how she
would be apart from the herd, and on her own
when in pain as goats can easily get really
stressed and bloat, or get scour.

Quick Tip!

I thought about the wrap to give her that hug...and
contact. It seemed to work. She has only been in
the car once before, when we picked her up and
they all made a heck of a racket. I thought the
wrap may keep her calmer, and less stressed. .
She settled really well, laid down in the car on the
way down.

Some animals can be nervous about the sound
of Velcro, on the ends of the bandages or on
Thundershirts. Be sure and familiarize your
animal to the noise of Velcro un-doing before
they are “Velcro’d” into something. Use treats
and TTouch to make the noise more pleasant.

She was great when vet was examining her. Even
laid down and chewed cud at one point, so not
stressed at all. She had two shots in her butt, and
was still calm and relaxed after it all.

If your animal is extremely sensitive—you can
lessen the Velcro “hook” surface area by purchasing Velcro” loops” from a fabric store or
office supply store and attaching to the
“hooks” on the material. This will reduce the
noise making the experience less unnerving.

Deb Kieboom - UK
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Wrapping Unusual Animals

Photo above: Amy Phelps, Oakland zookeeper and
Tellington TTouch Practitioner working with Khalid
Kodjo a young giraffe.

Photos above & below: This bearded dragon
lives with TTouch Practitioner Willeke Koppelaar
in Holland.

At the Oakland Zoo, keepers use a form of Tellington TTouch training that is adapted for giraffe
calves. Using a combination of positive reinforcement based training techniques and TTouch,
keepers teach calves to be comfortable with touch
all over their bodies to facilitate the giraffe's voluntary participation in basic medical procedures
like dental exams, hoof care, and radiographs.
These calves also learn to move through a giraffeadapted TTEAM Confidence Course and wear
Body Wraps. Keepers have found that training
calves in this way helps to reduce their startle reflex, build their confidence, and build the strong
foundation of positive and trusting relationships
with people. In order to ensure keeper safety,
once the calves are about 1 year old, keepers
move to training them through a protected contact
system (a barrier separates humans from animals).

She wrote: I have a Bearded Dragon who was
constipated all the time. It used to work to put him
in the bath but then that stopped working. I
tried a whole Body Wrap about 1,5-2 cm wide. I
also used little belly lifts and Clouded Leopard on
his tummy. That was very effective.
I have continued to use those techniques and they
work well , he's now 10 years old.
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Wrapping It All Up
I

n addition to all of the successes that have been documented while using “Body Wraps” there is another important benefit that is often forgotten; their knack for getting people to really observe and see
change in their animal. Learning to actually look at your animal with new eyes can provide a huge
amount of insight. When we see our
animals every day we start to ignore
habitual postures and tendencies as
“just being the way the individual is”
instead of recognizing it as a pattern
that has the potential to change and
improve. Taking the time to really
observe and recognize habits in posture and movement will give us the
opportunity to recognize change as it
happens.
Moshe Feldenkrais said “If you
know what you do, you can do what
you want.” This is true for our animals and in turn those who handle
them. Using these wrap configurations will empower you to recognize
the sources of tension and take the
steps to alleviate them.
All of the wrap configurations listed in this booklet are most effective when combined with the bodywork and groundwork exercises described in “Getting in TTouch with Your Dog” or “Getting in TTouch
with Your Cat”. The gentle bodywork techniques help to release fear and tension at the cellular level
and change how the animal feels inside their own body. This is then taken into movement with the slow,
mindful, and precise groundwork exercises that incorporate non-habitual leading positions, as well as
navigation around and over obstacles. Adding the “Body Wraps” to these techniques, or adding these
techniques to the use of the “Body Wraps” can greatly increase effectiveness.
Once you and your animals are comfortable with the wraps feel free to experiment with your own configurations. Since wraps are also used on horses and, of course, on you we have two other booklets covering a wide variety of possibilities: All Wrapped Up - For Horses and All Wrapped Up - For You are
available through our website www.ttouch.ca.
The most important thing to remember is to have fun and enjoy the time you spend with your animal
companion knowing that they are doing the best that they can in the moment and so are you.
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Resources
Books:
Getting In TTouch with Your Dog
by Linda Tellington-Jones
Getting in TTouch with Your Cat
By Linda Tellington-Jones

Worldwide Addresses
Tellington TTouch Training - Headquarters - Santa Fe, NM

www.ttouch.com

Tellington TTouch Training - Canadian office - Vernon, B.C. www.ttouch.ca
Australia - Andy Robertson www.ttouchaustralia.com.au
Austria - Martin Lasser www.tteamoffice.at
Germany - Bibi Degn - www.tteam.de
Italy - www.tteam.it
Japan - www.ttouch.jp
Netherlands - www.tteam-ttouch.nl
South Africa - Eugenie Chopin www.ttouch.co.za
Switzerland - www.tellingtonttouch.ch
United Kingdom - www.ttouchtraining.co.uk
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